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FLAG—SIGN—SAFETY—& LANDSCAPE SOLAR LED LIGHTS

ND

Our all-weather, eco-friendly, Solar LED Stake Lights (shown 2
photograph from left) is perfect for
any outdoor or indoor applications. This heavy-duty solar light has (8) super bright white LED lights and a
metalized reflective background that illuminates your product or area for up to (20) feet or more. This figure
depends upon the amount of ambient light (other light sources) in the area, this affects the quantity of light,
total area covered and distance from the source to be illuminated. This solar light is specifically designed to
illuminate Feather, Tear drop & Blade style flags (up to 18’ or more from ground level), signs, landscaping
areas including trees as a property deterrent, & for use in your vehicle, truck, or boat as an extremely bright
& useful hands-free safety light. The solar panel and the light are totally adjustable to any position. The
light comes with the convenient 2-section pole & ground stake that can also be used in the ground or as a
hand held light source. The Solar Panel and the light are totally adjustable to any position. The heavy dutyplastic body is 2⅜”high X 6” deep X 4¾” wide. Each stake pole is 1¼”wide by 7” high. The solar panel is 4”
high X 5½" wide. The solar light automatically powers on at dusk and off at dawn. The light comes with a
convenient on/off switch (that does not have to be in the on position in order to recharge the batteries), (3)
replaceable AA size nickel-metal hydride batteries (included in each unit) that last an average of 600 to 800
nights, and can easily be obtained at your local hardware store. The rechargeable batteries are recharged
by the solar panel at the top of the unit and this is what operates the unit. All solar panels requires at least
(5) hours per day of direct sunlight to recharge the batteries to insure the greatest amount of nightly hours
used. The rechargeable batteries are recharged by the solar panel at the top of the unit, which is the source
of operation for the unit. Below are some actual before and after photographs using one Stake Light only
(with no Photo Shop color, light, or contrast enhancements except for straightening out the images), and
with ambient light coming in from high pressure sodium street lights in the area. Remember that the less
ambient light in the area, the greater opportunity you’ll have in obtaining the greatest amount of light hitting
the product or area to be illuminated.

FOB—Arizona—If available, we can use your UPS or Fed-Ex account number for all shipments.
Warranty—One year against manufacturer defects—No warranty on batteries.
Master Carton Packaging—(12) units per Master Carton (Each unit box is UPC coded).
Minimum Order Handling Charge—Less than Master Carton orders will incur a $3.00 handling fee.
Master Carton & Individual Box Sizes & Weights (Stake Lights)—Master Carton—Approximately 14½” H X
17¾” W X 20¼” D—& 18¾ lbs each. Individual Boxes—Approximately 6¾” H X 8½” W X 6½” D—& 1½ lbs.
Please call for additional specifications & opportunities of use on the Stake Lights, Pole Lights, and the
Motion Activated Solar LED Light version.
Thank you,

Jeff Alan
Jeff Alan, Owner

